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Introduction
Movie Monster is on the cutting edge of the online Pay-Per-View revolution. This video on demand
service allows you to buy smut on a per minute basis instead of paying a monthly fee. They offer over
60,000 movies from all of the top line DvD production studios and every single scene can be at your
fingertips in a matter of seconds. 

Adult Review
If you ever went into a coin booth and dropped a few quarters in the slot to watch some video you understand exactly how
this site works... except that Movie Monster gives you access to 60,000 DvDs and the booth has been replaced by the private,
comfortable confines of your own home or office.
  
  
  There are many advantages to VoD (video on demand) smut sites. For starters, you only pay for the amount of time you
want to watch. Why pay for a full month of access when you only plan to login to the website a few hours a month? Also,
because the content is VoD it does not take up any of your hard drive storage space and the files never get stored on your own
computer. That makes it very easy to keep your darkest desires private from the prying eyes of your spouse, offspring or
co-workers!
  
  In the past the big problem with most pay-per-view providers was that you had no ability to collect the clips you liked the
most to be saved for later use. Now, with their new xxx2Burn system, Movie Monster allows you to create DvDs on your
home PC from many of the movies available in their collection. You may buy them for a fee of around $24.00 each, burn
them to a DvD and own them forever... much the way iTunes allows you to save music files.
  
  Movie Monster's top shelf technology allows users to load a movie in less than eight seconds. Also, even though the movie
is streaming you are able to skip forward or backward to any point in the movie just as easilly as you could with a
downloaded file. Don't worry, you won't be wasting any of your minutes watching parts of a movie you prefer to skip.
  
  The movies are offered in a variety of formats including low and high bandwith versions for dialup and broadband enhanced
viewing. Whatever your optimal settings allow, Movie Monster has the file format to suit your individual requirements.
  
  $29.95 is the standard monthly fee for most smut sites these days for most other smut sites and at Movie Monster that would
buy you 345 minutes of viewing. That works out to almost 15 minutes a day seven days a week. Also the minutes never
expire, so if you do not use them up in one month you can come back a few weeks later and use them then if you like. This is
adult video content ready when you are... not when they are!
  
  The one knock on the site may be that none of the content is exclusive. Every scene is available on DvD somewhere so there
is a chance you have seen some of these movies already. However, with a collection of 60,000 films, if you have seen all of
them you are probably blind by now and unable to read this review!
  
  This may be the only place in the world that gives you access to 150 or 200 brand new DvDs every single week. The
amount of content your cock will have to choose from is staggering.
  
  Since the site is VoD and not membership based a tour allows you to see every single part of the entire site before you buy
anything. When you take the tour you can see every movie they offer, you just can't watch them until you purchase some
minutes. The Tongue suggests you take the tour of with an open mind and have a look around. You may be very surprised to
see the quantity and quality of the titles they offer. Your first thought may be "why pay per minute when I can pay per
month?" but after more analysis you may find yourself saying "why pay per month when I can pay per minute!"
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Porn Summary
A true monster of the Pay-Per-View market, Movie Monster may change the whole way you think about video on demand.
Buy a few minutes and test out the system, then get a larger minute plan and test out your stamina!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Pay-Per-View done the right way!'
Quality: 94  Updates: 99 Exclusive: 78 Interface: 90
Support: 94 Unique: 85    Taste: 93        Final: 92

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Hardcore, VoD

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $0.00 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Pay Per View
Video & Picture: Daily Download: VoD DRM: VoD
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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